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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes some of the ongoing work related to the development of an expert-

elicitation-digital-twin framework for real time damage state prediction in heat exchanger components 

of a nuclear reactor. The framework is targeted towards predicting damage associated with coupled low 

cycle fatigue (associated with regular heat-up, cool-down and power operation transients) and high cycle 

fatigue (associated with flow induced vibration transients). The overall framework will be based on a 

NoSQL based database, physics-infused-geometry-dependent virtual-sensor data, different AI/ML 

techniques-based data-driven-predictive-model applications (Apps) and real-time plant sensor 

measurements available through few existing sensors. Towards this overall goal, this report updates 

some of the ongoing work, such as on implementation of a NoSQL Database (such as MongoDB), FE 

based heat transfer analysis of a heat exchanger (e.g. of a PWR steam generator) for generating 

geometry-dependent virtual sensor data and evaluation of various AI/ML models such as based on 

multivariate linear regression, ensembled decision-tree based Random-Forest and Gradient-Boosting 

regression and high-dimensional-kernel-function-transformation based Support-Vector-Machine 

regression models. The AI/ML models were evaluated for predicting multi-time-series thermal states at 

thousands of 3D point-clouds. 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1  Different Causes Those Affect Flow-Induced-Vibration Damage in Heat-Exchanger Tubes 

 

The Flow-Induced-Vibration (FIV) damage in a heat exchanger (HE) tube is not just due to flow 

induced vibration rather due to coupled effect of many variables. Figure 1. 1 shows the schematic 

showing the different inter-linked causes those affect the overall FIV damage in HE components such as 

in tubes and tube-support baffle plates. 

 

 

Figure 1. 1 Schematic showing the different inter-linked causes those affect the overall FIV damage in a 

HE component. 

 

 

 

Although FIV is one of the major reasons of tube failure in a HE, it doesn’t occur alone as a single 

failure mode. Rather the related high-cycle fatigue damage is coupled with the low-cycle fatigue damage 

modes (associated with the reactor thermal-mechanical loading cycles). When a tube is subjected to 

thermal-mechanical loading cycles, some tubes may undergo high stresses and related local plastic 

deformation and bowing.  The plastic deformation and blowing can be due to thermal stratification along 

the length of the tube. The local plastic deformation can be exaggerated by FIV (associated with high-
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frequency oscillations and related acoustic resonance and fluid-elastic instability). The plastic 

deformation can be further exaggerated if the tubes rub against the tube supports. Essentially the tubes 

are damaged due to the combined effect of low-cycle and high-cycle loading transients. Figure 1.2 

shows the schematic of an embedded high-cycle-fatigue (HCF) loading (associated with flow-induced-

vibration loading) in a low-cycle-fatigue (LCF) cycle (associated with the regular thermal-mechanical 

loading cycles). The LCF loading cycles can alone lead to substantial thermal strain that in turn can 

produce substantial stress and plastic deformation depending on the thermal-mechanical boundary 

conditions.  Figure 1.3 shows the example increase of thermal strain in a stainless-steel specimen during 

heating up. Depending on the material types, similar thermal strains are expected in actual reactor 

component subjected to similar temperature ramp. Additional strain and associated stress and plastic 

deformation can be due to FIV related high-frequency oscillations. This combined effect of LCF and 

HCF may be a reason for much reduced life of HE tubes than that alone by HCF or LCF. However, it’s 

difficult to segregate HCF damage from LCF damage because they are coupled and must be modeled 

combinedly rather than separately. In top of LCF and HCF related effects, the damage growth in a tube 

can be dependent on other factors such as on coolant environmental effect on tube materials and on 

geometric/support boundary conditions of tubes. Overall FIV damage in a tube are the coupled effect of 

the followings: 

a) LCF loading:  Regular thermal-mechanical-loading cycle linked stress/strain states. 

b) HCF loading: Coolant-flow & tube-structural-dynamics linked high-cycle vibration, acoustic 

resonance & fluid-elastic instability related additional stress/strain states (in top of LCF related 

stress/strain states).  

c) Tube support related contact stress and structural dynamics: Under combined effect of LCF and 

HCF a tube can bow and rub against a support/baffle plate or against adjacent tubes and can result 

in tube fretting wear. The fretting wear lead not only to a complex nonlinear contact stress (at 

tube-to-tube and tube-to-baffle contact locations), but also can lead to a potential site of fatigue 

crack initiation.  

d) HE global structural dynamics: The high-cycle local vibration level in a tube can also be affected 

by the global structural dynamics of a HE. The global structural dynamics can be due to 

imbalance flow associated with tube plugging, differential bowing of tubes, etc. 

e) Coolant environmental effect on tube material:  In top of the above mentioned causes the coolant 

environmental effect can significantly affect the performance of the tube material. The 

environmental effect can be function of fluid/metal temperature, concentration of dissolved 

oxygen (DO) in the coolant water, and the stress/strain amplitude associated with combined HCF 

and LCF loading cycles.  

f) Tube material behavior stochasticity: Damage initiation and progression in a tube are not 

necessarily deterministic rather stochastic. This stochastic nature of damage initiation and 

progression is associated with variation in material microstructure, surface finish, etc. Hence, the 

variation of material behavior also needs to be modeled e.g., using some sort of probabilistic 

methods.  
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Figure 1. 2 Schematic showing the embedded high-cycle-fatigue cycle (associated with flow-induced-

vibration transients) in a low-cycle-fatigue cycle (associated with the regular thermal-mechanical 

transients during heat-up, cool-down and power operation). 

 

 

Figure 1. 3 Example increase of thermal strain in the gage area of a stainless-steel specimen during a 

heating up experiment [1]. 
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1.2 Need of an Online Monitoring Based Digital-Twin System for Predicting FIV Damage 

 

Currently, nuclear power is a major source of carbon-free electricity in the United States. However, 

sustaining the nuclear reactor fleet operation is a challenge due to ever increasing cost associated with 

maintenance of an ageing nuclear reactor fleet. When the reactors will be operated for much longer time 

(say 80 or 100 years) compared to the original design life of 40 years, more cracking of component is 

expected due to the long-term exposure of reactor material to the harsh reactor-coolant environment. 

That means some of the safety-critical components require more frequent inspections of the components.  

This is in turn requires frequent shutting down of the NPP for NDE inspection. However, the economic 

loss associated with frequent shutting down related power outage and additional NDE inspection related 

cost can negatively impact the overall economic performance of NPP operators. For this reason, NPP 

operators are increasingly looking for online monitoring (OLM) of plant components. However, one of 

the major drawbacks of the OLM based plant inspection technique is that it requires to place many 

sensors at different locations of the component for accurately estimating the state of that component. In 

an NPP, it is not that easy to place sensors at the required locations. This is because of the survival of the 

sensors in harsh radiation environment, difficulty in making new port for insertion of sensor and its 

instrumentation, stringent regulatory requirement of qualifying any sensor for NPP use, etc.  

The advancement of artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI-ML) techniques hold promise in 

use of an OLM based plant inspection system. This is through use of upcoming digital-twin (DT) 

technology.  The DT based OLM models can be considered as a live model of an actual reactor 3D-

components, an assembly of components, or the entire nuclear power plant (NPP). The DT model is a 

combination of online monitoring, AI-ML and physics based models of the actual components. 

This DT model can be used for expert elicitation of spatial-temporal component states (at 

thousands to millions of 3D point-clouds), even there are few online measurement sources 

available (such as from a few existing plant sensors currently being used for plant 

thermohydraulic or process measurements). The DT framework can continually adapt to the 

operational changes based on the collected offline and online data and can be used for forecasting the 

future state of a component at any given time. This will help with migrating from the current 

reactive/periodic inspection-maintenance regime to a proactive/predictive inspection-maintenance 

regime. In turn, it will help increase the availability and efficiency of a component, extend its useful life 

cycle, and reduce its inspection-maintenance cost.  

 

1.3 Major Components of a Digital-Twin System 

 

A DT system has to be built on an AI-ML based data-driven analytics framework. Figure 1.4 shows 

the schematic diagram for the flow of data in the proposed DT framework, which is currently under 

development. Different subcomponents are briefly described below. 
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Figure 1. 4 Schematic showing the flow of data in the proposed DT framework. 

 

a) Historical data: Since a DT model will be primarily based on AI-ML data-driven approach, this 

requires training or historical data to estimate the model parameters.  The training data can be 

from physics based virtual sensor measurements (from multi-physics digital model of the actual 

physical asset) and real sensor measurements. The sensor measurements are either continuous 

measurements from an online monitoring (OLM) system (either through small scale laboratory 

tests and/or from actual plant sensor). Historical data can also include non-continuous 

measurements from offline in-service inspections that employ Non-Destructive Evaluation 

(NDE) methods. 

 

b) Real-time process measurements: The DT model need to continuously predict the health of a 

component requiring updating the underlying process variables/parameters that affect the health 

of a component.  

 

c) Database: The overdependence of a DT system on data (from virtual and/or real sensor 

measurements) necessitates access to a suitable database system in addition to the development 

of core analytics techniques and generation of underlying data. The database must store 

thousands to millions of time-series sensor measurements (either from virtual or real sensor 

measurements), with structured/un-structured data source, with different time scales (some 

measurements in the scale of milliseconds, some in the scale of hours to days), with 

continuous/non-continuous data source and at the same time work in a real time and agile 

environment. This type of multi-faceted requirements needs a suitable storage solution or 

database that must be efficient in providing big data storage, high scalability, high concurrent 

reading with low latency and high availability. 

 

d) Physics-infused hybrid analytics AI/ML applications (App): The DT system need to be 

dependent on different predictive models and associated software. For example, life of a 

component depends on different factors such as spatial-temporal variation of temperature, strain, 

stress, etc. To reduce complexity some of these underlying factors can have separate predictive 
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model applications (Apps) or software. Each Apps can be separately developed and updated 

(with new features). Eventually the information from different Apps needs to be combined (in 

real time) for estimating the state of a component at any given time.  

 

e) Application programming interface (API): The DT model can have different database and 

predictive model applications. Suitable application programming interface (API) is required such 

that seamless flow of information can happen between different database and predictive model 

applications.  

 

1.4 Physics-Infused hybrid analytics AI/ML framework for FIV Damage Prediction 

 

The DT system for predicting FIV associated damage in real-time, need to be built on an AI-ML 

based data-driven analytics framework. This is for on-demand prediction of HE component structural 

states hence by improving the overall economics and safety of NPP. However, since the FIV damage in 

HE is geometry and various physics dependent, the AI/ML based data-driven analytics framework must 

be inspired through conventional physics models. Different physics infused Apps those can feed to the 

overall physics-augmented analytics framework need to be developed separately and to be combined 

through different APIs. Figure 1.5 shows the schematic showing the envisioned different physics infused 

AI/ML based Apps. For accurate predictions of FIV in a HE component all these separate Apps need to 

be developed and combined. However, depending on the funding and program priority we will be only 

developing few important Apps. For example, first our goal is to develop the framework for predicting 

the FIV related crack initiation life, then the propagation life. Towards this goal, in this report we 

present a physics-infused AI/ML based heat-transfer modeling methodology. This is for predicting 

process measurements-dependent spatial-temporal-temperature at any given time and locations of a HE 

component. Corresponding App is highlighted in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1. 5 Schematic showing the different AI/ML based Apps those can feed to the overall physics-

augmented analytics framework (Note: Results related to the highlighted App-1 are presented in this 

report. Additionally, our ongoing work [2-4] on other AI/ML related projects e.g., related to App-5 and 6 

will feed to the overall project). 

 

1.5 Organization of This Report 

 

We are developing the DT framework for real-time FIV damage predictions in a HE component. The 

work is ongoing. In this FY 21 report we present some of the results related to the ongoing works. 

Below are the summary of the works presented in different sections of this report: 

 

a) Section 2 Finite Element Analysis Based Heat Transfer Analysis for Generating the Spatial-

Temporal Virtual Sensor Data: This section discusses details of the finite element (FE) based 

heat transfer analysis model of an example heat exchanger such as of a PWR steam generator. 

Based on the resulting FE model data the AI/ML models were trained and validated. 

 

b) Section 3 MongoDB Based NoSQL Database Implementation: In this section, a summary of 

major differences between SQL and NoSQL type database and the reason for choosing a NoSQL 

database for nuclear reactor DT applications are discussed. Also, some of the example results 
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related to implementation of NoSQL based database such as using commercially available 

MongoDB database are discussed. 

 

c) Section 4 Theoretical Background of Different AI/ML Predictive Models: In this section, the 

theoretical background behind various AI/ML techniques such as multivariate linear regression, 

ensembled decision-tree based Random-Forest (RF) and Gradient-Boosting (GB) regression and 

high-dimensional-kernel-function-transformation based Support-Vector-Machine (SVM) 

regression models are discussed.  

 

d) Section 5 Multi-Time-Series Temperature Prediction in a SG-Tube: Evaluation of Different 

AI/ML Models with Few Outputs Under a Design-Basis Loading Cycle: In this section, 

different AI/ML models described in section 4 were quantitatively evaluated for their accuracy 

considering a design-basis type loading cycle. The quantitative model evaluations were 

performed by predicting the temperature at only few locations.  

 

e) Section 6 Multi-Time-Series Temperature Prediction in a SG-Tube: Predictions at Thousands 

of 3D Point-clouds Under a Design-Basis Loading Cycle: In this section, different AI/ML 

models described in section 4 were qualitatively evaluated for their accuracy. The qualitative 

model evaluations were performed by predicting the time-dependent temperature at thousands of 

3D point-clouds of a SG-tube subjected to a Design-Basis (DB) loading cycle.  

 

f) Section 7 Multi-Time-Series Temperature Prediction in a SG-Tube: Predictions at Thousands 

of 3D Point-clouds Under a Grid-Load-Following Loading Cycle: In this section, different 

AI/ML models described in section 4 were qualitatively evaluated for their accuracy. The 

qualitative model evaluations were performed by predicting the time-dependent temperature at 

thousands of 3D point-clouds of a SG-Tube subjected to a Grid-Load-Following (GLF) loading 

cycle.  
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2 Finite Element Analysis Based Heat Transfer Analysis for Generating the Spatial-
Temporal Virtual Sensor Data 

 

Real time prediction of structural damage (such as due to flow-induced-vibration) in a heat 

exchanger component, requires the knowledge of spatial-temporal distribution of stress and strain in that 

component. This is in turn requires the knowledge of spatial-temporal distribution of temperature.  This 

includes the time-dependent temperature gradient along all the three coordinates of a component. The 

spatial-temporal temperature information is required at many locations to train an AI/ML based DT 

model. Although it is ideally possible to train an DT model using data from real sensors, however, it is 

not that easy to place sensors at all the required locations. This is because of the inaccessibility (e.g., 

inside thickness of a thicker component with substantial thermal gradient along the thickness of that 

component), survival of the sensors in harsh radiation environment, difficulty in making new port for 

insertion of sensor and its instrumentation, stringent regulatory requirement of qualifying any sensor for 

NPP use, etc. In that case a finite element (FE) based model can be developed for estimating the initial 

(or one time) spatial-temporal training data.  These data can be referred as virtual sensor data. Once the 

DT model trained, the resulting model can be used for predicting the spatial-temporal states (e.g., the 

temperature, stress, strain, etc.) for a given real-time input variables or process measurements those 

affect those spatial-temporal states. In this report we present the DT model with only capability of 

predicting the spatial-temporal temperatures. The related training and validation data were generated 

through FE based heat transfer analysis models. Two heat transfer analysis model were developed: one 

under design-basis loading cycle and other under grid-load-following loading cycle. The details of the 

model are discussed below. 

 

2.1 FE Model 

 

2.1.1 FE CAD Model and Mesh 

 

In the reported work we considered a steam generator (SG) that is primarily used in a pressurized 

water reactor (PWR) as an example component/system. The overall developed methodology (for 

developing the discussed DT framework) can be easily extended for other type of heat exchangers such 

as used for boiling water reactor (BWR). Figure 2.1 shows the CAD model of a PWR steam generator. 

Whereas Figure 2.2 shows the corresponding FE mesh. To note that for the demonstration purpose, we 

only considered a single U-bend tube that connect the hot-leg and cold-leg side of the SG. The 

developed methodology can be repeated for all the tubes in SG. Figure 2.3 shows the FE mesh of the 

steam generator tube. 
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Figure 2. 1 a) CAD model of a PWR steam generator b) Cross-sectional view of the CAD model near 

the bottom head of steam generator. 

 

 

Figure 2. 2 a) FE mesh of the PWR steam generator b) Cross-sectional view of the FE mesh near the 

bottom head of steam generator. 
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Figure 2. 3 a) FE mesh of the steam generator tube b) Cross-sectional view of the FE mesh near one end 

of the tube. 

 

2.1.2 ASME Code Based Input Material Properties 

 

In the reported FE model, we assumed SA508 low alloy steel and IN600 Nickel alloy material for 

SG shell and tube, respectively. We used the ASME code [5] based respective thermal properties for 

developing the heat transfer analysis models. Figure 2.4 shows the temperature-dependent thermal 

conductivity for low alloy steel (SA508) and Nickel alloy (IN 600). Whereas Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show 

the corresponding specific heat capacity and mean coefficients of thermal expansion. 
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Figure 2. 4 Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity for low alloy steel (SA508) and Nickel alloy 

(IN 600). 

 

 

Figure 2. 5 Temperature-dependent specific heat capacity for low alloy steel (SA508) and Nickel alloy 

(IN 600). 
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Figure 2. 6 Temperature-dependent mean coefficient of thermal expansion for low alloy steel (SA508) 

and Nickel alloy (IN 600). 

 

2.1.3 FE Model Thermal Boundary Conditions  

 

The heat transfer models were developed under two conditions such as under design-basis (DB) and 

grid-load-following (GLF) loading cycles. For the purpose we considered assumed input or process 

conditions. However, we anticipate the resulting DT model will be robust enough to predict given any 

random real time process measurements. The AI/ML based DT predictive model was trained using 

portion of the data FE simulated under DB loading cycle. Whereas the trained model was validated 

against FE data simulated under both DB and GLF loading cycles. The details of the assumed process 

inputs are as follows.  

 

2.1.3.1 Boundary conditions for design-basis loading 

 

Figures 2.7 to 2.9 show the DB loading-based various process temperature profiles, those were 

applied as inputs to the FE based heat-transfer-analysis model. Figure 2.10 to 2.12 show the 

corresponding primary and secondary loop pressure profiles.  
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Figure 2. 7 DB loading cycle based various process temperature profiles; those were applied as inputs to 

the FE based heat-transfer-analysis model. 

 

 

Figure 2. 8 Magnified view of Figure 2.7 showing the input/process temperatures during the heat-up 

operation. 
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Figure 2. 9 Magnified view of Figure 2.7 showing the input/process temperatures during the cool-down 

operation. 

 

 

Figure 2. 10 DB loading cycle based primary and secondary loop pressure profiles. 
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Figure 2. 11 Magnified view of Figure 2.10 showing the pressure profiles during the heat-up operation. 

 

 

Figure 2. 12 Magnified view of Figure 2.10 showing the pressure profiles during the cool-down 

operation. 
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2.1.3.2 Boundary conditions for grid-load-following loading 

 

In addition to DB loading cycle based transient heat transfer analysis we performed heat transfer 

analysis to simulate random spatial-temporal temperatures under GLF loading cycle. This is considering 

EDF (Électricité de France) based GLF power fluctuation profile [6]. Figure 2.13 shows the GLF power 

fluctuation profile (based on EDF data, that was used for generating the input wall temperature for HL, 

CL, and SG sections. Figure 2.14 shows the corresponding various process temperature profiles, those 

were applied as inputs to the FE based heat-transfer-analysis model.  

 

 
Figure 2. 13 Grid-load-Following power fluctuation profile (based on EDF data [6], that was used for 

generating the input wall temperature for HL and CL side of SG-bottom-head and other SG sections. 
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Figure 2. 14 Grid-load-following-based various process temperature profiles, those were applied as 

inputs to the FE based heat-transfer-analysis model. 

 

2.2  Heat Transfer Analysis Results 

 

Transient heat transfer analysis of the overall assembly (shown in Figure 2.1) was performed under 

both DB and GLF cycles. The results are as below. 

 

2.2.1 Spatial and temporal temperature results under DB loading cycle 

 

Figure 2.16 shows the FE simulated temperatures at all the 3720 nodes of the U-bend tube, simulated 

under DB loading cycle. The corresponding 3D nodal locations (or point-clouds) are highlighted in 

Figure 2.15. Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show the magnified view of Figure 2.16 showing the FE simulated 

nodal temperatures during the heat-up and cool-down operations, respectively.  Figure 2.19 shows the 

spatial distribution of temperature (approximately at half cycle or at 217.7 days) at the OD and ID 

surfaces of SG. Whereas Figure 2.20 shows the FE simulated spatial distribution of temperature 

(approximately at half cycle or at 217.7 days) at the OD surface of SG tube along its entire length.  The 

resulting temperature data (at 3720 FE nodes or 3D point-clouds) were used later training and/or 

validating the DT based temperature prediction models (refer sections 4 to 7).  
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Figure 2. 15 Highlighted 3720 FE nodes (or 3D point-clouds), which temperature results are presented 

a) all the nodes of a SG U-bent tube, b) cross-sectional nodes of the U-bend tube. 

 

 

Figure 2. 16 Design-basis-loading FE simulated temperatures at all the 3720 nodes highlighted in Figure 

2.15. 
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Figure 2. 17 Magnified view of Figure 2.16 showing the FE simulated nodal temperatures during the 

heat-up operation. 

 

 

Figure 2. 18 Magnified view of Figure 2.16 showing the FE simulated nodal temperatures during the 

cool-down operation. 
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Figure 2. 19 Design-basis-loading FE simulated spatial distribution of temperature (approximately at 

half cycle or at 217.7 days) at a) OD surface of SG, b) ID surface of SG, and c) magnified view at SG 

bottom-head and tube-sheet. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 20 Design-basis-loading FE simulated spatial distribution of temperature (approximately at 

half cycle or at 217.7 days) at the OD surface of SG tube along its entire length. 
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2.2.2 Spatial and temporal temperature results under GLF loading cycle 

 

Figure 2.21 shows the FE simulated temperatures at all the 3720 nodes of the U-bend tube, simulated 

under GLF loading cycle. Figure 2.22 shows the magnified view of Figure 2.21 showing the temperature 

variation during full-power operation. Figure 2.23 shows the example FE simulated spatial distribution 

of temperature (approximately at half cycle or at 217.7 days) at the OD surface of SG tube along its 

entire length.  The temperature variations along the length of SG tube can generate substantial bending 

stress and associated bowing that can lead to touching of the SG tube with intermittent tube supports. 

This in turn can lead to wear related damage and associated crack initiation hotspots. In top of this, high-

cycle fatigue associated with flow induced vibration can have coupled effect of combined low and high 

cycle fatigue damage. Our anticipation is that using an appropriate AI/ML based DT model, the shown 

temperature fluctuation and the associated stress-strain states of a tube can be inferred in real time given 

the underlying input variables or process measurements. To note only a single or onetime FE simulation 

is required for only initial training of the AI/ML based DT model.  

 

 
Figure 2. 21 Grid-load-following-loading FE simulated temperatures at all the nodes highlighted in 

Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2. 22 Magnified view of Figure 2.21 showing the temperature variation during full-power 

operation. 

 

 
Figure 2. 23 Grid-load-following-loading FE simulated spatial distribution of temperature 

(approximately at half cycle or at 217.7 days) at the OD surface of SG tube along its entire length. 

at half cycle OR at 217.7 days) at the OD surface of SG tube along its entire length.   
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3 MongoDB Based NoSQL Database Implementation 

 

A DT system has to be primarily based on AI-ML data-driven analytics framework that can 

indirectly use data from physics based virtual sensor measurements (from multi-physics digital model of 

the actual component) and real sensor measurements. The sensor measurements are either continuous 

measurements from an online monitoring (OLM) system and/or non-continuous measurements from 

offline in-service inspections that employ Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) methods. However, the 

overdependence of a DT system on data (from virtual and/or real sensor measurements) necessitates 

access to a suitable database system in addition to the development of core analytics techniques and 

generation of underlying data. The database must store hundreds to thousands of sensor measurements 

(either from virtual or real sensor measurements), with structured/un-structured data source, with 

different time scales (some measurements in the scale of milliseconds, some in the scale of hours to 

days), with continuous/non-continuous data source and at the same time work in a real time and agile 

environment. This type of multi-faceted requirements needs a suitable storage solution or database that 

must be efficient in providing big data storage, high scalability, high concurrent reading with low 

latency and high availability.  Although traditional relational database management systems (RDBMS) 

such as Structured Query Language (SQL) based databases are heavily used in industry (e.g. banking 

and ecommerce industries), the trend is increasingly shifting toward “NoSQL database”.  NoSQL 

database typically refers to any non-relational database with “NoSQL” representing “non-SQL” or “not 

only SQL”. The increasing trend toward using NoSQL database arises from the need to circumvent 

some of the issues associated with RDBMS type database. In this section, a summary of major 

differences between SQL and NoSQL type database and the reason for choosing a NoSQL database for 

nuclear reactor DT applications are discussed. Also, some of the example results related to 

implementation of NoSQL based database such as using commercially available MongoDB database are 

discussed.  

 

3.1 Review of SQL Versus NoSQL Database 

 

The Structured Query Language (SQL) based RDBMS were developed in 1970s and since been 

highly popular [7]. Since the SQL language is primarily used for querying and maintaining the RDBMS 

type database, the RDBMS type database is also popularly known as SQL database. The RDBMS type 

database is a general-purpose database, in which all the data are stored in the form of tables with fixed 

rows and columns. This type of database facilitates primary key, which helps in unique identification of 

the rows. In RDBMS the inter-related tabular data are tied with a rigid schema (data organization 

blueprint or rules). This helps with reducing duplication, and on the other hand helps with reducing the 

hardware (e.g. storage) requirements. In addition, most of the RDBMS type database follows ACID 

(Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) properties, which ensures data validity despite errors, 

power failures, and other mishaps [8, 9]. All the above-mentioned good properties have made RDBMS 

type database such as Oracle [10], MySQL [11], Microsoft SQL Servers [12], etc. immensely popular. 

However, recent exponential growth of data (both structured and non-structured) based applications 

such as those related to social network, e-commerce, and Internet of Things (IOT) applications, face 

greater issues associated with traditional RDBMS type database [13, 14]. Some of the major issues are:  
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a) Constraints of horizontal scalability over several servers associated with the ever increasing need to 

store large amount of data. A large amount of data can force traditional RDBMS type databases to 

scale vertically, thus requiring migration to a larger, more expensive server or supercomputer (when 

the storage capacity of an existing RDBMS server is exceeded). For example, IOT and DT type 

applications need to be heavily dependent on multiple data streams, both from point sensors (e.g. 

thermocouple, accelerometers, etc.) and from spatial sensors (e.g. 3D point cloud data from camera, 

LiDAR, etc.) along with data from virtual sensors (e.g., spatial-temporal data from thousands to 

millions of 3D nodal points or point-clouds). The data from these sensor sources can be both 

continuous (taking measurements in real time) and discrete (e.g., periodic NDE measurements, 

image/video capture through drone, etc.). The resulting large amount of data can quickly overwhelm 

an existing server and force augmentation of the storage capability either vertically and/or 

horizontally. However, RDBMS type server has the constraint of horizontal scalability and may only 

grow vertically, which can be expensive.  

 

b) Data querying in RDBMS type database can be time consuming when there is a complex relation 

between constituent inter-related tables and when the table size grows over time. Since SQL based 

database requires joining data from multiple inter-related tables, as the relational complexity 

between tables and the size of tables grows the relational joining operations and the associated query 

can become computationally expensive (both in terms of computational time and programming 

efforts). These issues could further become a challenge particularly in dealing with unstructured data 

and heterogeneous data types with complex dependency.   

 

 

c) Rigid schema or rule-based RDBMS makes it difficult to change in later stage when the 

requirements for database changes. This will be a challenge if an application requires adding new 

features that depend on new attributes that do not exist in the current database.  

 

d) The fixed row and column size in RDBMS type database can take unnecessary storage space (e.g. 

null space) even if there is no data in a particular table location. 

 

The above-mentioned drawbacks in SQL or RDBMS type database led to the development of NoSQL 

type database. The “NoSQL” synonym refers to “Non-SQL” or “not only SQL”. The development of 

NoSQL type database primarily started in the late 2000s. The main focus was horizontal scaling (scaling 

up server requirements, across cheap commodity servers rather than being forced to vertically add server 

capability such as adding high-cost supercomputers), fast queries, flexible schema (that can allow for 

frequent application changes and intermediate scale up associated with application requirements). 

Currently there are different types of NoSQL database platforms available. Some of the popular types 

are: 

 

i. Key-value database:  A key-value database stores items as alphanumeric identifier or keys and the 

associated values in a data structure format commonly known as a dictionary or hash table. A key-

value pair can contain a collection of records, which in turn can have many different fields within 

them and the associated data. Unlike the RDBMS type database, a key-value type database doesn’t 

require a predefined data structure containing fields with well-defined data types. Rather, a key-
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value database treats the data as a single opaque collection, which can have different fields and data 

types. This feature allows for substantial flexibility (over RDBMS type database) such as adding 

new datatypes and the associated attributes in a later stage without completely redeveloping the 

database from scratch. An example of key-value database is Amazon’s Dynamo database [15, 16].  

 

ii. Wide-column database:  A wide-column database uses tables, rows, and columns, similar to 

RDBMS type database, but unlike RDBMS, wide-column databases are highly flexible. They have 

no predefined keys or column names. Similar to key-value database, the schema-free features of 

wide-column database allows modification of column names and adding new columns in same table, 

even in real-time. A wide-column database is a type of two-dimensional key–value database that 

allows multiple attributes per key. An example of wide-column database is Google’s Bigtable [16, 

17].  

 

 

iii. Graph database:  Graph databases are a type of NoSQL database, which replace relational tables 

with structured relational graphs. The graph depicts an object-oriented network of objects 

(represented by nodes of a mathematical graph), their relation to each other (represented by edges of 

a mathematical graph/grid) and the properties of individual objects (which are the object attributes 

expressed as key-value pairs). Graph databases are primarily useful for visualizing the relation 

between different data objects (e.g., fraud pattern detection among credit card identity theft of a 

bank). An example of graph database is Neo4j [18, 19]. 

 

iv. Document database:  Broadly, a document type database stores document-oriented information 

using data exchange format such as XML Extensible Markup Language), JSON (JavaScript Option 

Notation) or BSON (Binary JSON). Document-type databases are a subclass of the key-value type 

database. However, unlike simple key-value database in which the data are inherently opaque to the 

database, the document-type database relies on internal structure in the document to extract metadata 

(i.e., the data about data or the information about the data) that the database engine uses for further 

optimizing the storing and querying process. This is for example storing and querying information 

with multiple fields as a single metadata array with multiple keys and values.  Also, unlike key-value 

database, the value column in document databases can contain semi-structured data with a single 

column containing hundreds of attributes.  In addition, the number and type of attributes can vary 

from row to row. This type of features allows high level of flexibility (compared to traditional 

RDBMS type database) for adding new data attributes. Particularly, being a schema-less database, 

making it easier to scale as required. An example of document-type database is MongoDB [20, 21] 

and CouchDB [22, 23] based databases.  

 

Although, the above-mentioned NoSQL type databases are very similar to each other with the primary 

aim of alleviating the issues associated with SQL type databases, the document type MongoDB is one of 

the most popular databases [13, 24, 25] among the available NoSQL databases. This is possibly due to a 

mature ecosystem of tools, a vibrant community of users and the availability of open-source information 

on how to use the MongoDB. This made us to consider MongoDB as a database platform for developing 

the DT framework.  
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3.2 The Big Picture – Data Flow and Database Requirements for Digital Twin Applications 

 

3.2.1 Big Picture 

 

The size and scaling of a database depend on the application and the number of hierarchical levels of 

data flow. For example, a DT based predictive maintenance system can have a multi-level-framework, 

starting with the lowest level focused on small regions of a single component to a national level center 

for monitoring and predicting the structural health of all the components in all the plants (in US) from a 

centralized location. Figure 3.1 depicts the schematic of a hierarchical system [26]. Each plant can be 

divided into subsystems containing components with individual sensor nodes. The sensor nodes can 

connect to a subsystem network via wired or wireless connection. The subsystem network would relay 

all of the information from all the nodes to the plant control center. Plant managers can be presented 

with real-time continuous updates regarding the overall plant structural integrity (SI) and can easily and 

quickly diagnose problems down to the smallest component. Additionally, the health information for 

each plant can be transmitted to a regional control center and national control center for further 

monitoring and regulation. The national monitoring system would allow in depth aging and health 

analysis of the nation’s fleet of nuclear plants efficiently and in real time.  

 

 

Figure 3. 1 A fault tree diagram of a national level DT based online health monitoring and prediction 

system [26]. 
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At the component level, the time-series state of the structure at a given time can be estimated based on 

sensor measurements pertinent to the component of concern. The sensor measurements can either 

continuous, from an online monitoring (OLM) system, or non-continuous, from offline in-service 

inspections that employ Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods. In addition, for estimating the state of 

a structure at a given time, the time-series future state of the structure can be predicted at any given time. 

However, unlike the current state estimator, which has to depend on OLM and/or NDT based real sensor 

measurements, future state prediction requires having additional information such as process 

measurements (both historical, current and future/anticipated), virtual sensor measurements such as 

spatial-temporal structural states (e.g., inside/outside surface temperature, strain, stress, etc.) of the 

components of interest under simulated thermal-mechanical loading conditions. Additionally, the 

predictive leg of the DT model can incorporate real time material condition (e.g., through material 

dependent stress-strain hardening/softening), environment (e.g., light water reactor water chemistry, 

temperature, etc.) and loading condition (e.g., strain/load amplitude and rate, loading sequence, etc.) to 

further improve the accuracy of the prediction. The predictive model needs also to predict the 

probabilistic states associated with material variability and other uncertain conditions. Based on the 

predicted states and with knowledge about the critical failure criteria the remaining life of a component 

can be predicted at a given time [26, 27]. Figure 3.2 depicts a schematic showing the forecasted time-

series structural states based on the information from the structural state at any given time [26].   

 

 

Figure 3. 2 Schematic of already degraded states of structure estimated through OLM and/or NDT 

measurements and forecasted states [26]. 

 

3.2.2 Heterogenous Source and Timescale of Data 

 

The DT framework depends on heterogeneity of the source and timescale of the data that is either 

generated virtually or by real sensors. For example, at present we are developing a DT framework for 

structural state prediction of a steam generator (SG) of a pressurized water reactor (PWR). To predict 

the structural state (such as stress and crack size) one needs to know the temperature at any given 

location and time (spatial-temporal distribution). This includes information about the variation in 
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temperature over the length, width, and thickness of a component. It is rather impossible to place sensors 

at all the locations of interest along a component. However, if historical (already existing) process 

measurements (which can be considered as input variables), and the corresponding length, width, and 

thickness variation of temperature data (which can be considered as output variables) are available, then 

an AI-ML based input-out mapping function can be established. This mapping function can then be used 

for predicting the variation in temperature along the length, width and thickness of a component using 

the measured process parameters in real time.  

 

The prediction of structural states (e.g. crack size, ratcheting stress or strain) at a future time depends 

on the past state information (on what had already happened and their progression rates) and on the state 

information at present. The actual state of the structure at a given time) can be estimated from the actual 

NDE and/or OLM sensor measurements taken at that time. A DT system can be based on both the 

historical and the current NDE and OLM data. The historical NDE and OLM measurements can include 

data from both laboratory tests (e.g. laboratory tests of a similar component under similar conditions as 

the actual component) and/or direct measurements from the actual component in the field. As noted 

previously, the sensor measurements can be either continuous measurements from an online monitoring 

(OLM) system or non-continuous measurements from offline in-service inspections that employ NDE 

methods. These NDE and OLM data can be used for training the data analytics-based state estimator 

model. As an example, Figure 3.3 shows laboratory NDE data associated with EC measurements on a 

SG tube section with a shallow volumetric flaw (tube wear). The EC signal from the wear scar is located 

in the center of the data segment. Figure 3.4 shows the EC data acquired on the same SG tube after a 

SCC was produced near the wear scar. The signal from the relatively deep SCC has a significantly lower 

amplitude than that of the nearby wear mark.  Detection of such cracks poses a major challenge to NDE 

techniques when located in close proximity to a volumetric flaw. 
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Figure 3. 3 Example offline NDE based EC measurement results for a SG tube before being subjected to 

SCC test. The EC data segment encompasses the signal from a wear mark. 
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Figure 3. 4 Example NDE based EC results for SG tube after being subjected to SCC test. The EC data 

segment encompasses the signal from SCC damage near the wear mark shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

As with the NDE measurements (example shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4), data from OLM sensors 

can further be used toward developing a DT framework. The OLM data can be from laboratory tests or 

from measurements made directly on-site. More data obtained from different sources can help improve 

the predictive capability of a DT system. Figure 3.5 shows representative data from laboratory test using 

active ultrasonic sensor.   The signals are associated with the measurements made at a given instance in 

time.  In this case, a U-bend SG tube was interrogated in real time (online) in order to monitor SCC 

initiation and growth [26]. Figure 3.6 shows the corresponding estimated flaw sizes (damage indices) as 

a function of time. Figure 3.7 shows an image of the U-bend tube after termination of the SCC 

manufacturing process. In addition to dealing with data from different sources (data heterogeneity), 

another major complexity that a DT database system is faced with is the variability in time scales. For 

example, the OLM measurements mentioned above can be of very small-time scale (e.g., in 

milliseconds) compared to the other types of sensor measurements. Figure 3.8 shows an example of 

laboratory test-based data that can be used for DT model development. This figure shows the fatigue 

cycle versus observed cyclic strain under thermal-mechanical fatigue loading [28]. Although the 

laboratory data presented here were obtained using a truncated cyclic period (of approximately 25 

seconds), actual reactor loading cycles could vary from days to months or even more than a year (e.g. 

refer Figure 2.7 for design-basis fuel cycle). For such variable time scales of sensor measurements, the 

chosen database type must have the flexibility to accommodate different length scale data. The chosen 

database must have flexibility not only to add new data sources (those might also need to be associated 

with new data types, e.g. point sensor data versus 2-d image data, etc.), but also must have the flexibility 

for allowing horizontal scaling of the database by adding new storage hardware (for example to deal 
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with saving large amount of long-term sensor data from nuclear power plants those can operate beyond 

60-80 years or more [29]). 
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Figure 3. 5 Example of laboratory test based active ultrasound signals from a SG U-bend tube at a given 

instance while the tube being interrogated in real time (online) for a stress corrosion cracking testing. 

Figure shows sample signal from actuator (top left), sensor group 1 (top center and top right), sensor 

group 2 (bottom left and bottom center), and noise sensor (bottom right) [26]. 
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Figure 3. 6 Example of time versus estimated flaw size (damage index) of the SG U-bend tube 

interrogated with an online active ultrasound technique [26]. 
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Figure 3. 7 A picture of the U-bend tube specimen after termination of the SCC test [26]. 

 

 

Figure 3. 8 Example of laboratory test-based measured cycle versus observed strain under fatigue 

loading, with cyclic period of 25 seconds [28]. The time scale of measurements can be significantly 

different from the time scale for ultrasound sensor measurements shown in Figure 3.5. 
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3.3 MongoDB Based Database and PyMongo Based Database Interface Application  

 

In the previous section, we presented some sample data for DT applications. In this section we 

discuss storing of those data to a MongoDB-based NoSQL database for future use in a DT predictive 

analytics framework. The goal is to ultimately develop a DT framework for nuclear reactor heat-

exchangers (e.g., steam generator used in a pressurized water reactor and/or heat-exchangers for boiling 

water reactor), with hundreds of subcomponents such as u-bend tubes (refer to Figure 2.1, which shows 

an example u-bend tube in a steam generator), that transfer the heat between primary loop (which 

directly produces the heat through nuclear chain reaction) and secondary loop (which transfers the 

primary-loop heat to steam that drives the turbine). An example of MongoDB based database 

implementation with storing of data from various sources: such as from virtual sensor measurements 

(from finite element-based heat transfer model) at thousands of 3D nodal locations (or point-clouds) and 

real sensor measurements (from continuous OLM sensors and from non-continuous NDE 

measurements) are presented here. Although at present we only show representative data from 

laboratory measurements (from both OLM and NDE sensors), the eventual goal is to include sensor 

measurements from actual onsite NPP components. The database also needs to be linked to a Python 

language-based DT predictive analytics framework. This is attained through a PyMongo based database 

interface application [30, 31]. Earlier shown Figure 1.3 shows the schematic diagram for the flow of 

data in the proposed DT framework, which is currently under development. Shown next are some test 

case results related only to MongoDB based database implementation and data querying and 

visualization using PyMongo interface application. 

 

3.3.1 Example MongoDB Database  

 

Sensor measurements from OLM and NDE sensors can be used for estimating the flaw size in a 

component at a given time. Figure 3.9 shows representative nested NDE data that are imported to 

MongoDB database. The laboratory test in this case was conducted on a steam generator tube subjected 

to SCC testing. These types of data can be used for developing the current-state-estimator leg of the DT 

framework.  Figure 3.10 shows the nested data structure of the highlighted data object shown in Figure 

3.9. The eddy current measurements were made using a rotating probe with different coils, generating 

3D data. This means each sensor measurement points correspond to a circumferential position and axial 

position along the SG tube and the corresponding signal components.  Also, each sensor measurement 

corresponds to a particular frequency which has both real and imaginary parts, or in other words vertical 

(V) and horizontal (H) components. The example data shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 correspond to a 

coil at a frequency of 400 kHz. The figures only show the vertical components of the measured signal. 

Nevertheless, this example shows the complexity of the data hierarchy that can easily overwhelm a 

conventional RDBMS type database with rigid schema and fixed data structure.  However, by using a 

MongoDB type NoSQL database, these types of complex data can be stored as a document with nested 

key-value attributes and can be easily pulled out using appropriate query.    
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Figure 3.11 shows representative FE process input data those were imported to MongoDB database. 

These types of data can be used for developing the future-state-predictor leg of the DT framework.  

Figure 3.12 shows the data structure of the highlighted data object shown in Figure 3.11. These figures 

show seven different fields some of which were used as processes inputs for FE based virtual sensor 

data prediction. For example, these fields are time (within a given fuel cycle), the inlet, outlet, steam and 

feed water temperatures and the primary and secondary loop pressure inputs. These types of process 

input data can be used for developing a mapping function with respect to FE simulated nodal 

temperature (refer sections 4 to 7). In actual reactor implementation of the DT model, for a given set of 

above-mentioned process inputs (which can be measured in real time), the corresponding nodal 

temperature can be predicted. Note that information about nodal temperature spatial-temporal 

distribution is required to accurately estimate the corresponding thermal strain and at the same time the 

corresponding stress states that drive the actual damage growth. Figure 3.13 shows the example FE 

simulated virtual sensor data those were imported to the MongoDB database. As discussed above, these 

types of data can be used for developing the future-state-predictor leg of the DT framework.  Figure 3.13 

shows 3720 nodal temperature fields at 3720 spatial point-clouds or FE nodes (node ID 23382 to 27101) 

of a single SG tube (refer Figure 2.15), with each field representing a time-series data. Figure 3.14 

shows the data structure of the highlighted data object shown in Figure 3.13. If the data from all the 

tubes within the SG are to be considered, there can be millions of nodal locations with each location 

having different time-series of temperatures. This example shows the importance of selecting a 

appropriate database that can not only allow adding new data types (e.g. for future application needs), 

but also allow future storage augmentation (e.g. of horizontal scaling of an existing database using 

cheaper commodity servers). 

 

 

Figure 3. 9 Example laboratory test based nested NDE data those were imported to MongoDB database. 
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Figure 3. 10 Data structure of the highlighted data object in Figure 3.9. 

 

 

Figure 3. 11 Example FE process input (which also can be measured in an actual NPP) data those were 

imported to MongoDB database. 
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Figure 3. 12 Data structure of the highlighted data object in Figure 3.11. 

 

 

Figure 3. 13 Example FE virtual sensor data (nodal temperature time-series at 3720 nodal locations or 

point-clouds), those were imported to MongoDB database. 
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Figure 3. 14 Data structure of the highlighted data object in Figure 3.13. 

 

3.3.2 Example Results: PyMongo Application Interface Based Data Query and Visualization 

 

The data presented above have to eventually be used for predictive analytics applications (refer 

schematic shown in Figure 1.3). We are developing a Python language based predictive analytics 

framework to predict the future time-series states of the component based on which to the state of 

the component in the future can be predicted. Some of the theoretical background and related results 

follows (refer sections 4 to 7). Nevertheless, an appropriate database interface must be developed for 

the passing of the data from the database to a DT predictive analytics framework. We have 

developed a PyMongo [30, 31] application interface to query and visualize the required data before 

sending it into the DT predictive analytics framework. Figure 3.15 shows the PyMongo application 

interface queried virtual sensor measurements at all the 3D nodes or point-clouds shown in Figure 

2.15. Figure 3.17 shows the example scatter plot of the nodal temperatures (shown in Figure 3.15) at 

a typical time. 
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Figure 3. 15 PyMongo application interface queried virtual sensor measurements at all the 3D nodes (or 

point-clouds) shown in Figure 2.15. 

 

 

Figure 3. 16 Example scatter plot of the nodal or point cloud temperatures (shown in Figure 3.15) at a 

typical time. 
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4 Theoretical Background of Different AI/ML Predictive Models 

 

The traditional way of predicting spatial-temporal variation of temperature is through FE model-

based heat transfer analysis. Although, the FE based approach is a well-established approach for 

component temperature prediction, it has four major drawbacks: a) each change in input/process thermal 

boundary conditions requires to rerun the heat transfer analysis, b) simulating for longer duration (e.g. 

under multi-year-multi-cycle reactor loading) is not only computationally time consuming but also there 

will be issues of storing large amount of FE simulated result database, c) requires specific skill to 

perform heat transfer analysis, d) FE models are offline predictive tools, not suitable for online/real-time 

applications. These drawbacks can be a hinderance for implementing FE based digital-twin technology 

for real-time state prediction of reactor components. To tackle this issue, we are developing a digital-

twin framework, which is based on AI/ML based multi-time-series predictive models. The data-driven 

AI/ML models need to be trained based on the process input versus geometry-dependent temperature 

data. These training data must be obtained from a one-time FE based heat-transfer analysis. For 

predicting temperature at a future time, the proposed AI/ML based expert elicitation system would only 

require the information of few input/process variables (e.g., time-dependent primary loop pressure, 

temperature, etc.) measured from a few existing sensors, without the need of installing any additional 

sensor systems. Note that installing new sensors is a major hindrance for rapid digitalization and 

implementation of AI/ML technologies in nuclear sector. This is not only due to highly regulated 

nuclear industry, but also due to inaccessible locations and high radiation environment for sensor 

placements. Towards this goal different AI/ML predictive models (for spatial-temporal temperature 

predictions) were developed, and their performance were evaluated. The resulting model should be 

robust for any given input/process conditions without being overfitted.  Four type of AI/ML regression 

techniques such as linear regression, decision tree based random forest and gradient-boosting and kernel 

function-based support-vector-machine regression models were evaluated. These techniques were 

implemented through python language based scikit-learn [32] AI/ML libraries. The mathematical 

backgrounds of these AI/ML regression techniques are briefly discussed below.  

 

4.1 Multivariate Linear (LR) Regressor 

 

The time-dependent temperatures (or output or target variables) at any spatial-location ( ), can be 

predicted as a linearly dependent function of few input/process variables those were only measured 

through a few existing sensors (without the need of installing any additional sensor systems). With 

multiple process measurements as input variables, and the requirement of predicting geometry-

dependent temperature at multiple locations (along all the 3D directions of the component material) can 

lead to a Multi-Input-Multi-output (MIMO) predictive models. Figure 4.1 shows the schematic of a 

MIMO time-series and associated input-output matrices.  The temperature time-series  at any given 

time ( ) and spatial-location ( ) can be predicted using the following expression: 

 

                            (4.1) 
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In Eq. (4.1),  are the weights,  are the different process/input variables with ‘ ’, 

‘ ’, and ‘ ’ represent the indices for time, process/input variables, and output or 

spatial locations, respectively.  The  wight matrix   must be estimated given the 

training or historical input-output ( ) data set. The model parameters or the weights must be 

estimated only once and based on the FE based heat transfer analysis results. Then the resulting trained 

model can be used in real-time (without the need of conducting any offline FE simulation) to predict the 

geometry and time dependent temperature for a given time-dependent process measurements. The 

accuracy of each prediction is evaluated using two criterion such as mean square error ( ) and 

coefficient of determination ( ), which respective expressions are as given below: 

 

                                                    (4.2) 

 

                                                   (4.3) 

 

In Eq. (4.2),  and  are respectively the true and predicted temperature at time  and location 

, whereas in Eq. (4.3)  represents the mean of all true observations at location  and is expressed as 

below: 

                                                        (4.4) 
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Figure 4. 1 Schematic of a) Temperature time-series ( ) at any spatial-location ( ), b) MIMO 

representation of the input-output matrix with respect to different time ( ). 

 

4.2 Decision-Tree Model 

 

The traditional linear regression model might produce wrong results possibly due to noisy and 

overfitting of training data. Hence, it is essential to check other type of predictive model and compare 

the performance against the linear model discussed above. For the purpose, different decision-tree based 

AI/ML models were evaluated. In general decision-tree methods are non-parametric supervised learning 

methods, which depends on flowchart like tree (decision-tree) structure with different nodes such as 

root, internal and leaf nodes. Note that, nonparametric models are not based solely on parametrized 

families of probability distributions (e.g., the mean and variance), restricting the use of the predictive 

model for any future situations with data following different probability distributions. Figure 4.2 shows 

the schematic of a single-variate (e.g. dependent only on input feature ) decision tree to predict 

the temperature time-series ( ) at a spatial-location of . There are different types of decision 

tree algorithms. Out of those, ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) is one of the earliest developed decision 

tree algorithms, which was developed during late 1970s and early 1980 by machine learning researcher 

Ross Quinlan [33]. An advanced version of the ID3 popularly known as C4.5 was later presented by 

Quinlan. Around the same time the CART (Classification and Regression Trees) decision tree algorithm 

which is very similar to C4.5 was independently presented by group of statisticians L. Breiman, J. 

Friedman, and R. Olshen [34]). In all the above-mentioned algorithms, decision trees are constructed in 
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a top-down recursive divide and conquer manner. Nevertheless, first the tree splitting procedure has to 

be trained based on a set of historical or training data (which include training features and the associated 

class/label or target values) and attribute selection methods. Different machine learning libraries (those 

are currently being popular and widely being used in various industrial sectors such as banking, social 

media, driverless car, etc.) are broadly based on original ID3 or C4.5 or CART type algorithms but with 

some improved algorithms. For example, the scikit-learn [32] uses an optimized version of the CART 

algorithm which constructs binary trees using the feature and threshold that yield the largest information 

gain at each node. We have used the scikit-learn based libraries in the discussed work.  The 

mathematical background behind the scikit-learn [32] based decision tree library is briefly presented 

below.  

Given the set of training data , the feature or input space can be 

partitioned such as way the training samples with same labels (for classification) or targets (for 

regression) can be grouped together. At each node (say at node ) the presplit data set (say ) must be 

binary separated either to the left or right side of that node. The split is based on split parameter, 

 which is pertinent to a particular feature  and the corresponding threshold  at that node 

( ). The optimized split parameter  can be estimated by minimizing the following impurity function: 

 

                                                        (4.5) 

 

In Eq. 4.5, the impurity function can be defined as: 

 

                                   (4.6) 

 

In Eq. 4.6,  represents the loss function, whereas , , and  are respectively the number 

of presplit, left-post-split and right-post-split samples at node . The  and  are the 

split parameter ( ) dependent left and right sample sets and are as given as below: 

 

                                              (4.7) 

 

                                             (4.8) 

 

The scikit-learn [32] based decision tree algorithm split recursively the subsets   and 

 until the maximum allowable depth is reached,   or  =1. In Eq. 4.6, the 

loss function  can be of different type. For the discussed work a MSE based loss function was used, 

which can be expressed as below: 
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with  as: 

                                             (4.9) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 2 Schematic of a single-variate (e.g., time-dependent input feature ) decision tree to 

predict the temperature time-series ( ) at any spatial-location . 

 

4.3 Ensembled Decision-Tree Based Random-Forest (RF) Regressor 

 

The base or single decision-tree based regression model might produce poor results associated with 

noisy data and overfitting. To improve accuracy in the single-tree based decision-tree based models 

various ensembled decision-tree methods have been invented [38-40]. This is through combining the 

effect of multiple decision-trees either horizontally or vertically. One of the popular examples of 

horizontally ensembled decision-tree based model is Random-Forest (RF) model [35] and vertically 

ensembled decision-tree based model is Gradient Boost (GB) model [36]. In the discussed work, we 

have used the RF and GB based ensembled decision-tree models. The brief mathematical background of 

the RF algorithm is discussed in this section, whereas the GB algorithm is discussed in the following 

section. The RF model is ensembled model with multiple decision-trees (refer Figure 4.3) which are 
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horizontally assembled. A user must decide the number of trees to be modeled (subjected to the 

maximum possible combinations of underlying  data sets).  

 

 

Figure 4. 3 Schematic of a horizontally ensembled decision tree such as used in Random-Forest 

algorithm. 

 

Each tree e.g.,   has to be separately trained as discussed in the previous section. The RF 

model is based on the basic concept of bagging (bootstrap aggregating). Given ‘m’ tuples of original 

input-output data set , the individual tree model , must be 

trained based on random selection of input-output data tuples. The randomly selected data set for the 

tree model ‘ ’ can be referred as . The data set  is randomly selected by randomly sampling the 

original input-output data set  with replacements. Since sampling with 

replacement used, some of the original input-output tuples in  may not be included in . In addition, 

some of the input-output tuples in  may be repeated (refer Figure 4.3 for illustration). Individual tree 
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models to be trained separately using the randomly sampled data set  and using the procedure to 

train the single-tree model discussed in section 4.2. Once the individual trees are trained, for a given 

process/input tuple, the corresponding output to be predicted separately and the final results is the 

average of all the prediction. For example, the temperature prediction at any given time ( ) and at the 

spatial location  can be predicted using the following expression: 

 

                                                         (4.10) 

 

In Eq. (4.10)  represents the prediction from tree model ‘ ’ which was trained with randomly 

sampled data set . 

 

4.4 Ensembled Decision-Tree Based Gradient-Boosting (GB) Regressor 

 

In addition to Random-Forest algorithm, the ensembled decision-tree based Gradient-Boosting (GB) 

algorithm was also evaluated for spatial- temporal temperature prediction. However, unlike the RF 

model, the GB model sequentially (or vertically) stacks multiple decision trees.  The GB model pass the 

model prediction sequentially to the end node rather than parallel prediction as in case of RF model. 

Figure 4.4 shows the schematic of a vertically ensembled decision tree such as used in a typical GB 

algorithm. In a GB algorithm a single set of input-output data set  is 

used without any random sampling as in case of RF algorithm. However, the use of a single set of input-

output data set can lead to overfitting and erroneous prediction as in case of a typical single-tree based 

decision-tree model. However, the GB model uses stacks of individual decision-trees which sequentially 

reduces the prediction error. We have used the scikit-learn [32] based GB library, which mathematical 

backgrounds are briefly presented below. 
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Figure 4. 4 Schematic of a vertically ensembled decision tree such as used in Gradient-Boosting 

algorithm. 

 

 Assuming there are   stacked decision trees, the temperature at any given time ( ) and spatial 

location  can be predicted using the following expression: 

 

                                            (4.11) 

 

In Eq. (4.11),  represents the last decision-tree model in the sequence, whereas  and 

 represent the corresponding previous decision-tree model and the associated error function, 

respectively. Similarly, the model output at the end of tree model ‘ ’ can be expressed as: 

 

                                            (4.12) 

 

In Eq. (4.12),  represents the decision-tree model ‘ ’ in the overall sequence, whereas  

and  represent the corresponding previous decision-tree model and associated error function, 

respectively. At end of each decision-tree model ‘ ’, the error function  can be evaluated using 

the following expression: 

 

                                            (4.13) 

 

In Eq. (4.13),  is minimized if  is fitted to predict a value that is proportional to the negative 

gradient of the samples (- ). The gradients are updated at each iteration by fitting the error function  

for predicting the negative gradient of the samples.  
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4.5 High-Dimensional Kernel Function Based Support-Vector-Machine (SVM) Regressor 

 

In addition to the above discussed linear model and ensembled decision-tree based RF and GB 

models, we have also evaluated different support vector regression (SVR) models [32, and 38] for 

predicting the spatial-temporal temperature. A SVR model, projects the nonlinear input or feature space 

to a high-dimensional space, where the transformed features can be linearly separable.  This is through a 

chosen kernel function. Figure 4.5 shows the schematic showing the high-dimensional transformation of 

the input or feature space using a chosen kernel function . In the high-dimensional feature space the 

transformed features can be linearly correlated with the outputs or the target values.  

 

 

Figure 4. 5 Schematic showing the high-dimensional transformation of the input or feature space using 

kernel function . 

 

Using the SVR, the temperature at any given time  and spatial location  can be predicted using the 

following expression: 

 

                                            (4.14) 

 

In Eq. (4.14)  and  are respectively the weight vector and a constant which has to be 

estimated by fitting the input-output data set . Whereas  are some 

chosen kernel function that transfer the input space to a high-dimensional space. In the discussed work 

three types of kernel functions such as constant, RBF (radial basis function) and sigmoid functions were 

evaluated. The expressions for the respective kernel functions are as below: 

 

                                            (4.15) 

 

                                            (4.16) 
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                      (4.17) 

 

In Eq.(4.16)  with ‘ ’ as the number of samples and ‘ ’ is the variance of samples. 

Whereas in Eq. (4.17)  is a specified constant such as equal to 0. 
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5 Multi-Time-Series Temperature Prediction in a SG-Tube: Evaluation of Different 
AI/ML Models with Few Outputs Under a Design-Basis Loading Cycle 

 

Different AI/ML models described in section 4 were evaluated for their accuracy. The model 

evaluations were performed by predicting the temperature at only two random locations of the SG tube 

(refer Figure 2.1) and compared against the true/actual value simulated through the FE model discussed 

in section 2. Our assumption is, FE based heat transfer modeling procedures are well matured and 

produce accurate results. The main aim of developing the AI/ML based DT model is to predict the 

component states (e.g., temperature, stress, strain, etc.) in real time under any random process inputs 

which a FE model cannot. To note FE models are traditionally used offline for fixed set of underlying 

process boundary conditions. All the four AI/ML models (such as multivariate linear, Random-Forest, 

Gradient-Boost and Support-Vector-Machine) described in section 4 were evaluated using same set of 

input-output training data and validated against same set of input-output test data. Below are the related 

results.  

 

5.1 Training & Test Data Used for the Evaluation Model 

 

We considered the coolant-water temperature at SG inlet (which is the outlet of hot-leg) and SG 

outlet (which is the inlet of cold-leg) and at SG steam outlet and feedwater (FW) inlet are the four 

process or input variables.  These input variables can affect the spatial-temporal temperature distribution 

in SG components (e.g. tube sheet, tubes, etc.) and in turn the stress-strain state (and associated damage 

progression) of a SG tube. We assume these input variables are measurable in an actual plant. We used 

FE data (simulated under a design-basis loading cycle) for training and testing the models discussed in 

this section. Portion of the related input-output data, mostly during the heat-up operation of the reactor 

were considered for training the model. Whereas, input-output data, during portion of the full-power 

operation and cool-down operation were considered for validating or testing the AI/ML models. Figure 

5.1 shows the assumed process inputs covering an entire design-basis type loading cycle. Figure 5.2 

shows the training portion of the input-temperature data (covering only during the heat-up operation of a 

design-basis type loading cycle). Whereas Figure 5.3 shows the corresponding test portion of the input-

temperature data (covering portion of the steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-down 

regime of a design-basis type loading cycle). Figure 5.4 shows the FE model simulated training-output-

temperature data at two spatial locations. Overall, for all the discussed results in section 5, the AI/ML 

models had 4 inputs (or process variables) and 2 outputs (temperature at two spatial locations of SG 

tube) leading to a multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) prediction problem.  
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Figure 5. 1 Total-input-temperature data (covering an entire design-basis type loading cycle), which 

were used for training and validating all the discussed AI/ML models. 

 

 

Figure 5. 2  Training-input-temperature data (covering only during the heat-up operation of a design-

basis type loading cycle), which were used for training all the discussed AI/ML models. 
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Figure 5. 3 Test-input-temperature data (covering portion of the steady-state power operation regime and 

the entire cool-down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle), which were used for validating all the 

discussed AI/ML models. 

 

 

Figure 5. 4 FE model-based training-output-temperature data at two spatial locations (covering only 

during the heat-up operation of a design-basis type loading cycle), which were used for training all the 

discussed AI/ML models which results are presented in section 5. 
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5.2 Quantitative Evaluation of Multivariate Linear (LR) Regression Model 

 

Using the training input-output data given in section 5.1, and AI/ML based multivariate regression 

technique discussed in section 4.1, a MIMO model was inferred. The related model evaluation results 

are presented here. For example, Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show different iterations versus training scores R2 

(i.e., the unform average of coefficients of determination for training outputs y1 and y2), and example 

mean square error (for test output y1). Whereas Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the actual values (simulated 

through FE model) versus AI/ML model predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1) and 

2 (i.e., output y2), respectively. In firsthand look from Figures 5.7 and 5.8 there is good matching 

between AI/ML predicted temperature and actual (or FE predicted) temperature. Same is the case if we 

look at the training scores R2 results shown in Figure 5.5, that the coefficient of determination is very 

close to 1. However, these type of results (shown in Figure 5.5, 5.7 and 5.8) are not enough to judge the 

accuracy of the model. By checking the mean square error plot (shown in Figure 5.6) at certain 

randomized iteration the prediction error can be very high. These types of results made us to explore 

other type of AI/ML model such that the DT model can be robust for any randomized process inputs. 

The related model evaluation results follow.  

  

 

 

Figure 5. 5 Different iterations versus training scores R2 (i.e., the unform average of coefficients of 

determination for training outputs y1 and y2), estimated through linear regression model. 
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Figure 5. 6 Different iterations versus example mean square error (for test output y1), estimated through 

linear regression model. 

 

Figure 5. 7 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with linear regression 

model predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1). 
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Figure 5. 8 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with linear regression 

model predicted temperatures at nodal location 2 (i.e., output y2). 

 

5.3 Quantitative Evaluation of Random-Forest (RF) Regression Model 

 

Using the training input-output data given in section 5.1, and AI/ML based RF regression technique 

discussed in section 4.3 a MIMO model was inferred. The related model evaluation results are presented 

here. For example, Figure 5.9 shows the different iterations versus training scores R2, whereas the 

Figure 5.10 shows the corresponding iterations versus mean square error for test output y1). Figures 5.11 

and 5.12 show the actual (simulated through FE model) versus RF regression model predicted 

temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1 2 (i.e., output y2), respectively. All these figures show 

the RF model is far better compared to the linear model. Particularly looking at Figure 5.10 it can be 

seen that the maximum MSE is below 350 which is far less than the linear model.  
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Figure 5. 9 Different iterations versus training scores R2 (i.e., the unform average of coefficients of 

determination for training outputs y1 and y2), estimated through Random-Forest regression model. 

 

 

Figure 5. 10 Different iterations versus example mean square error (for test output y1), estimated 

through Random-Forest regression model. 
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Figure 5. 11 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Random-Forest 

regression model predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1). 

 

 

Figure 5. 12 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Random-Forest 

regression model predicted temperatures at nodal location 2 (i.e., output y2). 
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5.4 Quantitative Evaluation of Gradient-Boosting (GB) Regression Model 

 

In addition to the AI/ML decision-tree based RF model, we also evaluated decision-tree based GB 

model (section 4.4). The model parameters were inferred using the training input-output data given in 

section 5.1. The related model evaluation results are presented here. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively 

show the different iterations versus training scores R2 and MSE (for test output y1). Whereas, Figures 

5.15 and 5.16 show the true/actual values (simulated through FE model) versus GB regression model 

predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1) and 2 (i.e., output y2), respectively. 

Comparing the GB model results with RF model results (e.g., comparing Figure 5.14 with 5.10), we can 

see the GB model perform very similar as RF model although with slightly higher MSE  than the MSE 

of RF model.  

 

 

Figure 5. 13 Different iterations versus training scores R2 (i.e., the unform average of coefficients of 

determination for training outputs y1 and y2), estimated through Gradient-Boosting regression model. 
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Figure 5. 14 Different iterations versus example mean square error (for test output y1), estimated 

through Gradient-Boosting regression model. 

 

 

Figure 5. 15 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Gradient-Boosting 

regression model predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1). 
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Figure 5. 16 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Gradient-Boosting 

regression model predicted temperatures at nodal location 2 (i.e., output y2). 

 

5.5 Quantitative Evaluation of Support-Vector-Regression (SVM) Model with RBF Kernel 

 

In addition to the linear and decision-tree based RF and GB models, we have also evaluated various 

Support-Vector-Regression (SVM) Models (section 4.5). This is using different kernel functions such as 

using the RBF, Sigmoid and linear kernel functions. In this section evaluation results with respect to 

RBF kernel function are presented. The related results for Sigmoid and linear kernel are presented in 

section 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. As before, the model parameters were inferred using the training input-

output data given in section 5.1. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the iterations versus training scores R2 and 

MSE with respect to test output y1. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show actual versus RBF-kernel-based SVM 

model predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 and 2 respectively. From Figures 5.17 to 5.20, the 

SVM model with RBF kernel poorly perform compared to the previously discussed linear, RF and GB 

models.  
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Figure 5. 17 Different iterations versus training scores R2 (i.e., the unform average of coefficients of 

determination for training outputs y1 and y2), estimated through Support-Vector-Machine regression 

model (with RBF kernel). 

 

 

Figure 5. 18 Different iterations versus example mean square error (for test output y1), estimated 

through Support-Vector-Machine regression model (with RBF kernel). 
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Figure 5. 19 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Support-Vector-

Machine model (with RBF kernel) predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1). 

 

 

Figure 5. 20 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Support-Vector-

Machine model (with RBF kernel) predicted temperatures at nodal location 2 (i.e., output y2). 
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5.6 Quantitative Evaluation of Support-Vector-Regression-Model with Sigmoid Kernel Function 

 

In this section evaluation results with respect to Sigmoid-kernel-function based SVM model are 

presented. Figures 5.21 to 5.24 show the related model evaluation results. From these figures, similar as 

RBF-kernel-based SVM model, the Sigmoid-kernel-based SVM model performs poorly compared to the 

previously discussed linear, RF and GB models.  

 

 

Figure 5. 21 Different iterations versus training scores R2 (i.e., the unform average of coefficients of 

determination for training outputs y1 and y2), estimated through Support-Vector-Machine regression 

model (with Sigmoid kernel). 
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Figure 5. 22 Different iterations versus example mean square error (for test output y1), estimated 

through Support-Vector-Machine regression model (with Sigmoid kernel). 

 

 

Figure 5. 23 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Support-Vector-

Machine model (with Sigmoid kernel) predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1). 
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Figure 5. 24 Actual values (simulated using FE model) and their comparison with Support-Vector-

Machine model (with Sigmoid kernel) predicted temperatures at nodal location 2 (i.e., output y2). 

 

5.7 Quantitative Evaluation of Support-Vector-Regression-Model with Linear Kernel Function 

 

In this section evaluation results with respect to linear-kernel-function-based SVM model are 

presented. Figures 5.25 to 5.28 show the related model evaluation results. From these figures, the linear-

kernel-based SVM model not only outperform the RBF and Sigmoid kernel-based SVM models, but 

also predict far better compared to the previously discussed multi-variate linear, RF and GB models. For 

example, the maximum estimated MSE for linear-kernel-based SVM model is 55, whereas the 

corresponding values for multi-variate linear, RF and GB models are 1e18, 350 and 400, respectively. 

These types of result would guide to select appropriate AI/ML models. Nevertheless, the multivariate 

linear, RF, GB and only the linear-kernel-based SVM models are further evaluated for spatial-temporal 

temperature predictions at thousands of point-clouds, which results follow.  
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Figure 5. 25 Different iterations versus training scores R2 (i.e., the unform average of coefficients of 

determination for training outputs y1 and y2), estimated through Support-Vector-Machine regression 

model (with linear kernel). 

 

 

Figure 5. 26 Different iterations versus example mean square error (for test output y1), estimated 

through Support-Vector-Machine regression model (with linear kernel). 
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Figure 5. 27 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Support-Vector-

Machine model (with linear kernel) predicted temperatures at nodal location 1 (i.e., output y1). 

 

 

Figure 5. 28 Actual values (simulated through FE model) and their comparison with Support-Vector-

Machine model (with linear kernel) predicted temperatures at nodal location 2 (i.e., output y2). 
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6 Multi-Time-Series Temperature Prediction in a SG-Tube: Predictions at Thousands of 3D 

Point-clouds Under a Design-Basis Loading Cycle 

 

In section 5, different AI/ML models were quantitatively evaluated with respect to only two time-

series at two random locations. However, a 3D component can have significant temperature variations 

along all the three dimensions. Differential temperature in a component can lead to significant thermal 

strain induced stress and associated accelerated damage progression. Unless the 3D variations of the 

temperature along with their time-dependency accurately predicted, the stress-strain and the associated 

damage state cannot be accurately predicted. In this section and in section 7, we present some of the 

example results related to 3D prediction of the time-series temperature at thousands of locations such as 

at all the 3720 FE nodes of the U-bend tube shown in Figure 2.15. The prediction results with respect to 

design-basis (DB) loading cycle are presented in this section, whereas the corresponding results with 

respect to grid-load-following (GLF) loading cycle are presented in section 7. The results are presented 

for multivariate linear, decision-tree based RF and GB models and for the linear-kernel-function based 

SVM model. Below presents the details of the training data and the model evaluation results.  

 

6.1 Training Data Used for Design-Basis Loading Case 

 

Before any prediction, the model parameters with respect to different AI/ML models need to be 

inferred based on training or historical data. We used the same process inputs (refer Figure 5.2) as 

discussed in section 5. However, unlike the models in section 5 (which were trained for 2 outputs) the 

models discussed in section 6 and 7 were trained for 3720 geometry-dependent outputs. This leads to a 

MIMO model with 4 inputs and 3720 outputs. Similar as discussed in section 5, we only considered the 

heat-up portion of the DB cycle for training the model. The corresponding FE-model simulated 

temperatures at 3720 geometry-dependent locations (Figure 2.15) were used as training outputs. Figure 

6.1 shows the FE-model simulated temperature data those were used as training outputs.  
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Figure 6. 1 FE-model simulated training-output-temperature data at 3720 spatial locations (covering 

only during the heat-up operation of a design-basis type loading cycle), which were used for training all 

the discussed AI/ML models which results are presented in section 6. 

 

6.2 Multivariate Linear-Regression (LR) Model Based Temperature Prediction at Thousands of 

Locations under a Design-Basis Loading Cycle 

 

The evaluation results related to the multivariate linear regression model are presented here.  Using 

the trained model (discussed above), the spatial-temporal temperatures were predicted for the process 

inputs given in Figure 5.3 (which are same as for all the results discussed in sections 5 and 6). Figure 6.2 

shows different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2. The R2 scores are the coefficients of 

determination for the individual training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720. Figure 6.3 shows the 

output no. versus mean square error for the individual test outputs at all nodal locations 1 to 3720 (refer 

Figure 2.15). Note unlike the training outputs (refer Figure 6.1, which covers the heat-up regime of DB 

cycle), the test output time-series covers totally different regime of the DB cycle such as  portion of the 

steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-down regime of the DB loading cycle (refer 

Figure 5.3 for corresponding test inputs). Figure 6.4 shows the AI/ML (linear regression) model 

predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal locations 1 to 3720. Whereas Figure 6.5 shows the 

corresponding actual values or the FE model simulated temperatures. From Figures 6.4 and 6.5 it can be 

seen that there is a good qualitative match between AI/ML and FE model predicted temperature time 

series. However, looking at Figure 6.3, MSE are very high for some of the outputs. This observation is 

similar as the MSE results (for multivariate linear model) discussed in section 5. These types of results 

further conform that, although multivariate linear models are mathematically elegant, are not robust for 

the mentioned predictive model applications.  
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Figure 6. 2 Different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2 (i.e., the individual coefficients 

of determination for training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (linear 

regression) model. 

 

Figure 6. 3 Different output no. versus corresponding mean square error (for test outputs at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (linear regression) model. Each test output time-series 

covers a portion of the steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-down regime of a design-

basis type loading cycle. 
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Figure 6. 4 AI/ML (linear regression) model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal locations 1 

to 3720. Each test output time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power operation regime and the 

entire cool-down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle. 

 

 

Figure 6. 5 Actual FE model simulated temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal locations 1 to 3720. Each 

test output time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-

down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle. 
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6.3 Random-Forest (RF) Regression Model Based Temperature Prediction at Thousands of 

Locations under Design-Basis Loading Cycle 

 

The evaluation results related to Random-Forest (RF) regression model-based predictions at 

thousands of 3D locations are presented here.  For example, Figures 6.6 shows the different training 

output no. versus training scores R2, whereas Figure 6.7 show the different test output no. versus MSE. 

Figure 6.8 shows the RF model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at all nodal locations 1 to 3720 

(refer Figure 2.15). Comparing Figure 6.8 with corresponding FE predicted temperatures (Figure 6.5), it 

can be seen there is a good qualitative comparison between RF model predicted temperature and the 

corresponding FE simulated temperature. These types of results give the confidence that without a FE 

model, the spatial-temporal temperature at 3D locations can be predicted in real time for a given process 

inputs (measure in real time). From the Figure 6.7 the maximum MSE is approximately 550 which is 

very similar to the results discussed in section 5. 

 

 

Figure 6. 6 Different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2 (i.e., the individual coefficients 

of determination for training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Random-

Forest regression) model. Each test output time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power 

operation regime and the entire cool-down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle. 
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Figure 6. 7 Different output no. versus corresponding mean square error (for test outputs at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Random-Forest regression) model. Each test output 

time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-down regime 

of a design-basis type loading cycle. 

 

 

Figure 6. 8 AI/ML (Random-Forest regression) model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720. Each test output time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power operation 

regime and the entire cool-down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle. 
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6.4 Gradient-Boosting (GB) Regression Model Based Temperature Prediction at Thousands of 

Locations under Design-Basis Loading Cycle 

 

The evaluation results related to Gradient-Boosting (GB) regression model-based predictions at 

thousands of 3D locations are presented here.  Figure 6.9 shows the related training output no. versus 

training scores R2. Whereas Figure 6.10 shows the related test output no. versus MSE of test outputs at 

nodal locations 1 to 3720. Figure 6.11 shows the GB model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at 

all the nodal locations 1 to 3720 (refer Figure 2.15). Similar as RF model, the GM model shows a good 

qualitative comparison between GB model predicted temperature and the corresponding FE simulated 

temperature (Figure 6.5). In addition, the GB model produce a maximum MSE value of 520, which is 

very similar to the maximum MSE value obtained for corresponding RF model. These results implies 

that the accuracy for RF and GB model are very similar.  

 

 

Figure 6. 9 Different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2 (i.e., the individual coefficients 

of determination for training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Gradient-

Boosting regression) model. Each test output time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power 

operation regime and the entire cool-down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle. 
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Figure 6. 10 Different output no. versus corresponding mean square error (for test outputs at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Gradient-Boosting regression) model. Each test output 

time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-down regime 

of a design-basis type loading cycle. 

 

 

Figure 6. 11 AI/ML (Gradient-Boosting regression) model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at 

nodal locations 1 to 3720. Each test output time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power 

operation regime and the entire cool-down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle. 
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6.5 Support-Vector-Machine (SVM) Regression Model Based Temperature Prediction at Thousands 

of Locations under Design-Basis Loading Cycle 

 

The results related to SVM-model based predictions at thousands of 3D locations are presented here.  

The SVM model is based on linear kernel function. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 respectively show the training 

output no. versus training scores R2 and the test output no. versus MSE of test outputs at nodal locations 

1 to 3720. Figure 6.14 shows the SVM model predicted temperatures at nodal locations 1 to 3720 (refer 

Figure 2.15). Comparing Figure 6.14 with Figure 6.5, similar as RF and GM models, the SVM model 

shows a good qualitative comparison with FE simulated temperatures (Figure 6.5). However, comparing 

the MSE plots (Figure 6.7 for RF, Figure 6.10 for GB and Figure 6.13 for SVM models) it can be seen 

that the SVM model is among the best with lowest MSE values among all the models. The maximum 

observed MSE is approximately 65 (considering all the 3720 temperature prediction locations).  

 

 

Figure 6. 12 Different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2 (i.e., the individual 

coefficients of determination for training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML 

(Support-Vector-Machine regression with linear kernel function) model. Each test output time-series 

covers a portion of the steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-down regime of a design-

basis type loading cycle. 
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Figure 6. 13 Different output no. versus corresponding mean square error (for test outputs at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Support-Vector-Machine regression with linear kernel 

function) model. Each test output time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power operation 

regime and the entire cool-down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle. 

 

 

Figure 6. 14 AI/ML (Support-Vector-Machine regression with linear kernel function) model predicted 

temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal locations 1 to 3720. Each test output time-series covers a portion 

of the steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-down regime of a design-basis type 

loading cycle. 
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7 Multi-Time-Series Temperature Prediction in a SG-Tube: Predictions at Thousands 
of 3D Point-clouds Under a Grid-Load-Following (GLF) Loading Cycle 

 

In addition to the model evaluation under DB loading cycle (section 5 and 6), we also performed 

model evaluation under random grid-load-following (GLF) loading cycle. In this section, we present the 

related temperature prediction results at thousands of 3D locations in a SG-tube (refer Figure 2.15). The 

GLF-loading based spatial-temporal temperatures were predicted using the multivariate linear, decision-

tree based RF and GB and linear-kernel-function based SVM models. Below presents the details of the 

training data and model evaluation results.  

7.1 Training and Test Data Used for Grid-Load-Following Loading Case 

 

In the discussed prediction cases, the model parameters were not again estimated. Rather the 

parameters estimated for the predication models discussed in section 6 were used. Note that the models 

discussed in section 6 were trained using FE simulated data for a DB-loading cycle. The aim of the 

prediction results presented in section 7 was to check the prediction accuracy under a completely 

different loading cycle (such as under a GLF loading cycle). If the model predicts accurately under the 

GLF loading cycle, the associated models can be used for predicting in actual plant with random and 

real-time process measurements. Figure 7.1 shows the test input/process temperature data (covering an 

entire grid-load-following type cycle), which were used for evaluating all the discussed AI/ML models 

in section 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. 1 Test-input-temperature data (covering an entire grid-load-following type cycle), which were 

used for evaluating all the discussed AI/ML models in section 7. 
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7.2 Multivariate Linear (LR) Regression Model Based Temperature Prediction at Thousands of 3D 
Point-clouds under Grid-Load-Following (GLF) Loading Cycle 

 

The multivariate linear regression model was used for predicting the temperature of the SG-tube at 

all its 3720 FE nodes or point-clouds (refer Figure 2.15). The temperatures were predicted under GLF-

loading cycle.  Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively show the training output no. versus training scores R2 

and the test output no. versus MSE of test outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720. Figure 7.4 shows the 

AI/ML (multivariate linear regression) model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal locations 

1 to 3720. Note that each test/output time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. Figure 

7.5 shows the magnified version of Figure 7.4 showing the AI/ML model predicted temperature during 

the grid-load-following power operation (i.e., excluding the heat-up and cool-down regime of a reactor 

fuel cycle). Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the corresponding actual FE model simulated temperatures. 

Comparing Figures 7.4 and 7.5 with Figures 7.6 and 7.7 it can be found that the AI/ML based 

multivariate linear model qualitatively predict good results compared to the FE model. However, 

looking at Figure 7.3 the MSE for some of the outputs are very high meaning the AI/ML based 

multivariate linear models are not robust for all combination of process inputs. Hence it is not advisable 

to use the linear models for this type of DT applications (such as for predicting spatial-temporal 

temperature in a safety-critical reactor component).  

 

 

Figure 7. 2 Different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2 (i.e., the individual coefficients 

of determination for training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (linear 

regression) model. Each test/output time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 
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Figure 7. 3 Different output no. versus corresponding mean square error (for test outputs at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (linear regression) model. Each test/output time-series 

covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 

 

 

Figure 7. 4 AI/ML (linear regression) model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal locations 1 

to 3720. Each test/output time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 
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Figure 7. 5 Magnified Figure 7.4 showing the AI/ML model predicted temperature during the grid-load-

following power operation. 

 

 

Figure 7. 6 Actual FE model simulated temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal locations 1 to 3720. Each 

test output time-series covers a portion of the steady-state power operation regime and the entire cool-

down regime of a design-basis type loading cycle. 
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Figure 7. 7 Magnified Figure 7.6 showing the FE model simulated temperature during the grid-load-

following power operation. 

 

7.3 Random-Forest (RF) Regression Model Based Temperature Prediction at Thousands of 3D Point-
clouds under Grid-Load-Following Loading Cycle 

 

The results related to RF-model based predictions under a GLF loading cycle are presented here.  

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 respectively show the associated training output no. versus training scores R2 and 

the test output no. versus MSE of test outputs (at all nodal locations 1 to 3720). Figures 7.10 shows the 

AI/ML (RF regression) model predicted temperatures at all the spatial locations (node 1 to 3720) of SG-

tube shown in Figure 2.15. Figure 7.11 shows the magnified version of Figure 7.10 showing AI/ML 

model prediction only during the GLF power operation (i.e., excluding the heat-up and cool-down 

regime). Comparing the RF model predicted spatial-temporal temperatures (Figures 7.10 and 7.11) with 

corresponding FE model predictions (Figures 7.6 and 7.7) we can see there is a good qualitative 

matching between RF and FE model predictions. This can be much evident from the MSE plot shown in 

Figure 7.9 showing a maximum MSE value approximately of 520. This is very similar as the maximum 

MSE value observed in case of DB loading cycle (refer section 6.3).  
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Figure 7. 8 Different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2 (i.e., the individual coefficients 

of determination for training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Random-

Forest regression) model. Each test/output time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 

 

 

Figure 7. 9 Different output no. versus corresponding mean square error (for test outputs at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Random-Forest regression) model. Each test/output 

time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 
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Figure 7. 10 AI/ML (Random-Forest regression) model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720. Each test/output time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 

 

 

Figure 7. 11 Magnified Figure 7.10 showing the AI/ML model predicted temperature during the grid-

load-following power operation. 
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7.4 Gradient-Boosting (GB) Regression Model Based Temperature Prediction at Thousands of 3D 
Point-clouds under Grid-Load-Following (GLF) Loading Cycle 

 

The decision-tree based GB-model was evaluated against predicting spatial-temporal temperatures at 

thousands of locations under a GLF loading cycle.  Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show the associated training 

output no. versus training scores R2 and the test output no. versus MSE of test outputs at all nodal 

locations 1 to 3720, respectively. Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the corresponding GB model predicted 

temperatures (or test outputs) at all the 3D nodal locations highlighted in Figure 2.15. Comparing Figure 

7.13 with Figure 6.10, the GB model under GLF loading cycle predicts with better accuracy than under 

DB loading cycle (i.e., with maximum MSE of 350 versus 520). Nevertheless, the model prediction 

accuracy for both RF and GB models and both under DB and GLF loading can be considered similar.  

 

 

Figure 7. 12 Different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2 (i.e., the individual 

coefficients of determination for training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML 

(Gradient-Boosting regression) model. Each test/output time-series covers an entire grid-load-following 

type cycle. 
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Figure 7. 13 Different output no. versus corresponding mean square error (for test outputs at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Gradient-Boosting regression) model. Each test/output 

time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 

 

 

Figure 7. 14 AI/ML (Gradient-Boosting regression) model predicted temperatures (or test outputs) at 

nodal locations 1 to 3720. Each test/output time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 
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Figure 7. 15 Magnified Figure 7.14 showing the AI/ML model predicted temperature during the grid-

load-following power operation. 

 

7.5 Support-Vector-Machine (SVM) Regression Model Based Temperature Prediction at Thousands of 
3D Point-clouds under Grid-Load-Following (GLF) Loading Cycle 

 

The SVM-model was evaluated for predicting the spatial-temporal temperatures at thousands of 

locations under a GLF loading cycle.  The SVM model was constructed using the linear kernel function. 

Figures 7.16 and 7.17 respectively show the associated training output no. versus training scores R2 and 

the test output no. versus MSE of test outputs at all nodal locations 1 to 3720. Whereas Figures 7.18 and 

7.19 show the corresponding AI/ML (SVM regression) model predicted temperatures at all the spatial 

locations (node 1 to 3720) of SG-tube shown in Figure 2.15. Comparing the SVM model predicted 

spatial-temporal temperatures (Figures 7.18 and 7.19) with corresponding FE model predictions (Figures 

7.6 and 7.7) we can see there is a good qualitative matching between SVM and FE model predictions. In 

addition, from Figure 7.17 the maximum estimated MSE is of approximately 100, which is very similar 

number compared to MSE under DB loading cycle (maximum estimated MSE of 65, refer section 6.5). 

Overall, the decision-tree based RF and GB models and the high-dimensional kernel function based 

SVM model outperforms the conventional multivariate linear models. Although either of the three 

models; RF, GB and SVM can be used for the discussed temperature prediction application, the SVM 

model (with linear kernel function) is the most accurate among all the model evaluated.  
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Figure 7. 16 Different output no. versus corresponding training scores R2 (i.e., the individual 

coefficients of determination for training outputs at nodal locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML 

(Support-Vector-Machine regression with linear kernel function) model. Each test/output time-series 

covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 

 

 

Figure 7. 17 Different output no. versus corresponding mean square error (for test outputs at nodal 

locations 1 to 3720), estimated through AI/ML (Support-Vector-Machine regression with linear kernel 

function) model. Each test/output time-series covers an entire grid-load-following type cycle. 
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Figure 7. 18 AI/ML (Support-Vector-Machine regression with linear kernel function) model predicted 

temperatures (or test outputs) at nodal locations 1 to 3720. Each test/output time-series covers an entire 

grid-load-following type cycle. 

 

 

Figure 7. 19 Magnified Figure 7.18 showing the AI/ML model predicted temperature during the grid-

load-following power operation. 
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8 Summary  

 

We are developing an expert-elicitation-digital-twin framework for real time damage state prediction 

in heat exchanger components of a nuclear reactor. This report presents some of the ongoing work, 

which are summarized as below: 

 

a) A FE based heat transfer analysis model of an example heat exchanger such as of a PWR steam 

generator was developed for generating the geometry-dependent virtual sensor data under 

design-basis and grid-load-following loading cycles.  Based on the resulting virtual sensor data 

various AI/ML models were trained and evaluated. 

 

b) A MongoDB Based NoSQL database implemented to store heterogeneous sensor data (both from 

virtual and actual sensors). 

 

c) Different AI/ML based multi-time-series predictive models were developed and evaluated 

against predicting temperature at thousands of 3D point-clouds (in an example component such 

as in a SG tube). This includes predicting temperature at both inside and outside thickness of a 

component. The resulting temperature later can be used for predicting the temperature-gradient-

dependent stress-strain and associated damage progression in a component.  

 

d) The models were developed based on multivariate linear regression, ensembled decision-tree 

based Random-Forest (RF) and Gradient-Boosting (GB) regression and high-dimensional-

kernel-function-transformation based Support-Vector-Machine (SVM) regression techniques. 

From the prediction results it has been found that the RF, GB and SVM regression models 

outperform the multivariate linear regression models. In addition, it is found that the SVM based 

models (with linear kernel function) are the best among all the models evaluated.  

 

e) The DT models are developed keeping in mind, the model must predict in real-time (e.g., the 

spatial-temporal temperature, stress, strain, and associated damage states) and with respect to 

real-time process measurements (from a few existing process measurement sensors).  
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